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bstract. We report on the feasibility of rapid, high-
esolution, 3-D swept-source optical coherence tomogra-
hy �SSOCT� to detect early airway injury changes follow-
ng smoke inhalation exposure in a rabbit model. The
SOCT system obtains 3-D helical scanning using a mi-
roelectromechanical system motor-based endoscope.
eal-time 2-D data processing and image display at the
peed of 20 frames/s are achieved by adopting the tech-
ique of parallel computing. Longitudinal images are re-
onstructed via an image processing algorithm to remove
otion artifacts caused by ventilation and pulse. Quanti-

ative analyses of tracheal airway thickness as well as
hickness distribution along tracheal circumference are
lso performed based on the comprehensive 3-D volumet-
ic data. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
�DOI: 10.1117/1.3268775�

eywords: optical coherence tomography; 3-dimensional imaging;
mage processing.
aper 09198LRR received May 16, 2009; revised manuscript received
ep. 8, 2009; accepted for publication Oct. 5, 2009; published online
ec. 7, 2009.

Acute airway injury induced by smoke inhalation is a ma-
or cause of morbidity and mortality among victims of fires.1

here is a major need for the development of new methods
or detection and quantitation of the degree of inhalation air-
ay injury at early stages since airway compromise may

ause fatal airway obstruction, may be difficult to detect clini-
ally, and may be delayed for days after smoke exposure,
aking it difficult to manage patients with inhalation injury.2

arly-stage pathological changes in the airway, such as swell-
ng of the mucosal layer, may be indicative of the extent of
njury. Furthermore, minimally invasive techniques that can
epeatedly assess airway injury following exposure may pro-
ide essential information to determine which patients will
equire interventions, such as intubation and mechanical ven-
ilation. However, there are no clinically available techniques
Tel: 949-824-1247; Fax: 949-824-8413; E-mail: z2chen@uci.edu.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 060503-
that are capable of detecting these early pathological changes
or following the extent and progression of injury over time
after smoke inhalation exposure.

Optical coherence tomography �OCT� is an emerging non-
invasive imaging technique that offers high-resolution cross-
sectional images of biological tissue in vivo.3 Comprehensive
3-D volumetric data offer promise to provide even more mor-
phological information than 2-D images, and successful 3-D
in vivo imaging of biological tissue has been reported.4–6 Pre-
vious OCT airway injury studies have demonstrated OCT’s
capability for distinguishing the changes in airway mucosal
thickness.7 However, since a linear time-domain OCT probe
was used in the previous studies, only one 2-D longitudinal
image obtained at a specific plane could be acquired at one
time, and it was extremely difficult for physicians to know
and control the imaging orientation plane and site precisely.
Since the distribution of swelling in trachea and bronchi is not
uniform, complete 3-D volumetric data that reveal the overall
information is of critical importance.

To obtain 3-D volumetric images of the airway, a micro-
electromechanical systems �MEMS� motor-based probe was
used to perform circumferential scanning.6 The probe was
pulled back by a translational stage �Newport Instruments�;
thus, 3-D helical scanning was achieved. The major optical
components were a gradient index �GRIN� lens �1.3 mm in
diameter� and a gold-coated mirror, which was attached to the
45-deg-polished motor shaft. Light from a single-mode fiber
was focused by the GRIN lens and reflected to tissue by the
mirror. The MEMS rotational motor has a diameter of
1.5 mm and a length of 9.4 mm. The outer diameter of the
whole packaged probe is 2.2 mm with a rigid distal end ap-
proximately 11 mm long �Fig. 1�. The motor rotational speed
was set to 20 rev /s and synchronized with the speed of our
OCT system. The MEMS probe was placed at the approxi-
mate center of the trachea in a noncontact mode �confirmed
by real-time 2-D images�.

In our OCT system �Fig. 1�, light from a swept source
�center wavelength 1310 nm, FWHM bandwidth 100 nm,

Fig. 1 Schematic of the swept-source OCT �SSOCT� system and
MEMS probe.
1083-3668/2009/14�6�/060503/3/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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utput power 5 mW, scanning rate 20 kHz; Santec Corpora-
ion, Komaki, Aichi, Japan� was split by an 80 /20 1�2 cou-
ler with 80% of the power directed to the sample arm and the
emaining 20% to the reference arm. Two circulators in both
rms were used to redirect backscattered and back-reflected
ight to the two input ports of a 50 /50 2�2 coupler for
alanced detection. The sensitivity of this system was opti-
ized and measured to be 107 dB. The axial scanning range

f this system was 2.9 mm with a 6-dB roll-off at the depth
f 2.2 mm. The axial and lateral resolutions of our OCT sys-
em in air were 8 and 20 �m, respectively. Dispersion caused
y the optical components of the MEMS probe was carefully
orrected using a dispersion-compensation algorithm. Real-
ime 2-D data processing and image display were achieved by
dopting the technique of parallel computing in the OCT pro-
ram we developed. During the experiment, a 12-mm-long
ection of the trachea was scanned within about 20 s, and 400
-scans �1024�512 pixels� with interval separation of
0 �m were computed and displayed in real time. Animal
andling procedures were similar to those described in our
revious work.7 OCT images of the trachea were taken before
nd at 2 hours postexposure, as previously described.7

Airway thickness could be easily determined at the region
here C-shaped cartilage rings underlie the tracheal surface,

s shown in Fig. 2. The airway layers provide stronger signal
ntensity because of the higher scattering properties while the
nderlying cartilage appears as a signal-poor region �nonre-
ective� since the tissue is relatively homogenous. The char-
cteristics of these tissue types in an OCT image serve as
undamental principles for mucosa layer edge detection and
uantitative analysis of its thickness which was achieved by
sing our home-developed program capable of detecting mu-
osa edge �red lines in Fig. 2� and calculating its thickness
istribution along the tracheal circumference. In the major
art of our algorithm, the 2-D image was scanned column by
olumn for edge point detection. Adaptive thresholds varying
ccording to the average intensity of each column were set to
etect each edge point, followed by a polynomial fit to obtain
mooth edge surfaces. Errors were calculated, and a criterion
as set to eliminate false edge points. This process was re-
eated several times until errors were less than the preset
alue to achieve an optimized fit. Finally, the mucosa thick-
ess was obtained simply by computing the distance between
he upper and lower edges. Figures 2�a� and 2�b� compare two
ircumferential B-scan OCT images of the trachea before
moke inhalation and at 2 h postexposure from approximately
he same region. The dent artifact was caused by the motor
ire within the probe, which blocked the OCT signal. Mucosa

ayers were outlined using the algorithm already described.
uantitative analysis of average mucosa thickness as well as

welling distribution along the tracheal circumference is de-
icted in Fig. 2�c�. Six entire cartilage rings were covered in
he 12-mm-long imaging region, as later shown in Figs.
�a�–4�c�, and six circumferential B-scan images where the
ucosa layer is the thinnest above each cartilage ring were

elected for average thickness analysis. Taking the center be-
ween two cartilaginous-ring margins as the 0-deg point, mu-
osa layer thickness distributions ranging from 50 to 290 deg
ere plotted in Fig. 2�c�. This angular region was chosen
ecause the C-shaped cartilage rings do not cover the whole

60-deg tracheal circumference, and the polynomial fit at two

ournal of Biomedical Optics 060503-
margins gives increased error, as one can distinguish from
Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�. The black dash-dotted line in Fig. 2�c�
denotes mucosa thickness measured before smoke inhalation,
and the blue dashed line denotes the thickness measured at
2 h postexposure. Swelling was calculated by subtracting the
former from the latter, shown as a red solid line. The maxi-
mum 53.1% thickening of mucosa layer was found at around
90 deg while the minimum 17.0% thickening was found at
around 180 deg. The asymmetric distribution of the calcu-
lated swelling was caused by the asymmetric shape of base-
line thickness line which probably resulted from the angled
circumferential imaging plane and was not ideally perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal axis.

A 3-D reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 3�b�, was achieved
based on 400 B-scan slices. Images can be reconstructed in
any direction based on the 3-D data, and longitudinal OCT
images reveal overall airway swelling along the longitudinal
direction where the surface-to-cartilage depth could be used
as an objective marker for airway thickness. Since the OCT
probe was generally in a noncontact mode within the tracheal
lumen, motion caused by ventilation and pulse can degrade
the quality of the reconstructed image. Figure 4�a� gives an
example of this effect. This effect can be corrected by our
image reconstruction algorithm, which consists of five main

Fig. 2 �a� Baseline and �b� 2-h postexposure circumferential images of
rabbit trachea with mucosa layer outlined; �c� normalized average
mucosa thickness and swelling distribution along tracheal circumfer-
ence, calculated based on six characteristic circumferential B-scan
images: E, epithelium; M, mucosa; C, cartilage ring; SM, submucosa;
scale bar, 500 �m.
steps: B-scan adjustment, longitudinal reconstruction, surface

November/December 2009 � Vol. 14�6�2
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etection, polynomial fit, and surface realignment. The first
tep ensures that each B-scan starts at the same rotational
ngle. One-row data containing the motor wire as a landmark
as extracted from each B-scan image, and then the cross-

orrelation of two rows from two adjacent B-scans was cal-
ulated to determine how many pixels each B-scan should be
hifted. Then the initial longitudinal reconstruction at a de-
ired planar angle was performed based on the 3-D data set
where this planar image still contained the motion artifacts�.
ext, the upper edge of the moving surface was detected

hrough hard thresholding. The corrected smooth surface was

ig. 3 �a� One slice of rabbit trachea and �b� 3-D reconstruction
ased on 400 B-scan slices. Scale bar, 500 �m.

ig. 4 �a� Initial longitudinal baseline image without motion correc-
ion where the cardiac cycle based motion is evident; �b� in contrast,
baseline image with motion artifacts corrected shows improved im-

ge quality; �c� 2-h postexposure image with motion artifacts cor-
ected; and �d� normalized average mucosa thickness. Scale bar,

00 �m.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 060503-
found by a fourth-order polynomial fit of the detected edge
curve. Finally, each column of the image was shifted accord-
ing to the difference between detected surface point and poly-
nomial fit.

Figure 4 demonstrates the longitudinally reconstructed
baseline image taken at an �60-deg angle plane with �Fig.
4�b�� and without �Fig. 4�a�� the realignment algorithm. As we
can see, motion artifacts were effectively corrected in Fig.
4�b� compared with those shown in Fig. 4�a�. A longitudinally
reconstructed image at approximately the same position and
angle plane was acquired again 2 h after smoke inhalation
and then processed using the same algorithm as shown in Fig.
4�c�. Six entire cartilage rings were covered in the
12-mm-long imaging region, and the minimal mucosa thick-
nesses above these cartilage rings before and 2 h after smoke
exposure were studied and are shown in Fig. 4�d�. Taking the
average mucosa thickness measured at 2 h postexposure as 1,
baseline thickness was measured to be 0.543. The standard
deviations of mucosa thickness at 2 h exposure and of base-
line are 13.2% and 14.9%, respectively.

This study demonstrated the feasibility of a 3-D MEMS
motor-based swept-source OCT �SSOCT� endoscope system
for detection and assessment of early airway injury induced
by smoke inhalation. Image reconstruction along the desired
directions and quantitative analysis of smoke-induced airway
thickening were obtained based on the comprehensive 3-D
volumetric data. The ability to detect and measure early inha-
lation airway injury using minimally invasive 3-D SSOCT
may provide a valuable tool for assessing extent of injury,
impending airway obstruction, triage and prognosis, as well as
accurate assessment of response to therapy.
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